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tions were found to be 37 6 3 pN (BHL), 43 6 5 pN

Protein-carbohydrate interactions are involved in (VAA), 45 6 6 pN (IgG), and 65 6 9 pN (RCA). The
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diverse regulatory processes. To help understand the
mechanics and kinetics of dissociation of receptor-
ligand complexes, we have analyzed the separation of
lactose and the N-glycan chains of asialofetuin (ASF)
rom three lectins and an immunoglobulin G fraction
y surface plasmon resonance at zero force and by
tomic force microscopy with variations of the exter-
al force. While the (AB)2 agglutinins from Ricinus
ommunis (RCA) and Viscum album (VAA) show struc-
ural homology, the homodimeric galectin-1 from bo-
ine heart (BHL) has no similarity to the two plant
ectins except for sharing this monosaccharide speci-
city. The b-galactoside-binding immunoglobulin G

(IgG) fraction from human serum provides a further
model system with distinct binding-site architecture.
The koff constants for the two plant agglutinins were
ndependent of the nature of the ligand at 1.1–1.3 3
023 s21, whereas the geometry of ligand and binding
ite presentation affected this parameter for BHL
0.5 3 1023 s21 for lactose and 1 3 1023 s21 for ASF) and
gG (1.3 3 1023 s21 for lactose and 0.55 3 1023 s21 for

ASF). When assessing comparatively the rupture
forces at a loading rate of 3 nN/s with lactose as ligand,
34 6 6 pN (BHL), 36 6 4 pN (IgG), 47 6 7 pN (VAA), and
58 6 9 pN (RCA) were measured. For the same loading
rate the rupture forces for the receptor-ASF interac-
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variation of the pulling velocity revealed in all cases a
linear dependence between the rupture force and the
natural logarithm of the loading rate. Performing
probability density and Monte Carlo calculations, the
potential barrier widths, which determine the inverse
dynamic dependence with the rate of force elevation,
increased from 4 Å (RCA) and 7 Å (VAA and IgG) to 10
Å (BHL) for the receptor-lactose interactions. Present-
ing ASF as ligand potential widths of 4 Å for RCA and
IgG and 6 Å for VAA and BHL were obtained. Since the
dissociation kinetics at zero force apparently cannot
predict the behavior in force-driven experiments,
these results reveal new insights into biological func-
tions. The dissociation kinetics under force helps to
explain the difference in the toxic potency of VAA and
RCA and points to a function of the galectin in cis-
rosslinking and in transient trans-bridging. © 2000

cademic Press

Key Words: AFM; agglutinin; force spectroscopy; ga-
lectin; glycoprotein; lectin; plasmon resonance.

Rupture forces of biological receptor-ligand pairs are
routinely investigated using atomic force microscopy
(AFM)2 and related techniques. The feasibility of as-

2 Abbreviations used: AFM, atomic force microscopy; ASF, asia-
lofetuin; BHL, bovine heart lectin, galectin-1; CRD, carbohydrate
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sessing rupture forces initially was documented for the
biotin/avidin (streptavidin) system (1, 2) and for sev-

Å

p

an immunoglobulin G fraction. Although sugar recep-
tors employ common atomic recognition modes with
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eral antibody/antigen pairs (3–6). This experimental
approach explores the ability of biomolecular associa-
tions to withstand force and complements descriptions
of classical equilibrium thermodynamics. Together
with molecular dynamics simulations (7), theoretical
studies based on Kramers’ theory, and probability den-
sity calculations (8, 9), the applied force experiments
are essential for mapping the energy landscape that
governs noncovalent bond strength under dynamic
conditions (8). A dependence of the rupture force or
bond strength on the loading rate had been predicted
by theoretical calculations (8–10). Experimentally,
bond strengths, sustained by weak noncovalent inter-
actions, were recently measured at different loading
rates, initially using P-selectin (11) and biotin/avidin-
related systems (12). The rupture force was found to
depend linearly on the natural logarithm of the loading
rate revealing sharp energy barriers at fixed barrier
widths (2.5 Å (120 pN , F , 170 pN) for P-selectin; 30

(5 pN , F , 10 pN), 3 Å (38 pN , F , 90 pN), and
1.2 Å (90 pN , F , 180 pN) for biotin/avidin; 5 Å (20

N , F , 90 pN) and 1.2 Å (90 pN , F , 180 pN) for
biotin/streptavidin) in the energy landscape along the
dissociation pathway in the simple linear model used
(11, 12). Having inspected the pathways of force-driven
complex dissociations it is possible to gauge, for exam-
ple, the capacity of a receptor to mediate firm or tran-
sient adhesion. As an illustration of the extent of force
by multiple contacts between molecules, two sponge
proteoglycan glyconectin 1 (MW 250 kDa) molecules
were reported to generate 400 pN, sufficient to hold the
weight of 1600 cells (13, 14). Another case for monitor-
ing multiple contacts involving various types of mole-
cules and forces in the nanonewton range by AFM is
given for the trophoblast and uterine epithelium en
route to the ensuing implantation (15).

Having proven the feasibility of introducing AFM to
the evaluation of complex stability under force, several
issues of biological relevance can be studied. Focusing
on one type of ligand, which can serve as a docking
point for more than one receptor, the stability of the
complexes has so far not been monitored comparatively
with this method. Four sugar receptors sharing ligand
specificity but not binding site homology were selected,
i.e., two plant agglutinins, a mammalian galectin, and

recognition domain; EDC, 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbo-
diimide; IgG, natural lactose-binding immunoglobulin G fraction;
LacNAc, N-acetyllactosamine; NHS, N-hydroxysuccinimide; RCA,
Ricinus communis agglutinin; VAA, Viscum album agglutinin; k off,
dissociation rate under zero force, natural off-rate; k*, force-acti-
vated rate; SPR, surface plasmon resonance; PBS, phosphate-buff-
ered saline.
hydrogen bonds, van der Waals force, and stacking and
hydrophobic interactions, their relative distribution in
individual cases can translate into physicochemically
detectable differences. They will yield distinct shapes
of the energy landscape for removal of the same type of
ligand from the binding pockets.

Physiologically, oligosaccharides of cellular glycocon-
jugates excel as information-bearing substances (16).
In the interplay with lectins they serve to direct a
variety of cellular functions including cell adhesion,
intra- and intercellular glycoprotein routing, and cell
growth (17–19). The frequent presentation of more
than one carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD) in a
protein molecule enables lectins to act as bridging/
crosslinking molecules with relevance for mediating
adhesion and eliciting signaling (18, 20–22). Since me-
chanical binding properties will determine the complex
stability and function, we employed surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) and AFM to scrutinize dynamic fea-
tures of sugar receptor/carbohydrate ligand interac-
tions at zero and increasing forces. Recently, SPR has
proven valuable in the determination of the kinetic
parameters of receptor-ligand pairs under zero force
for lectin/glycoligand interactions (23, 24). While keep-
ing the ligand side deliberately constant, we have cho-
sen three lectins (two related plant lectins and a mam-
malian lectin) and a natural lactose-binding immuno-
globulin G fraction to assess the binding properties.
The plant lectins, Ricinus communis agglutinin (RCA),
a potent crosslinker of erythrocytes, and Viscum album
agglutinin (VAA), share the basic folding pattern and
CRD presentation. The homodimeric galectin-1 (re-
ferred to as BHL, bovine heart lectin) with its CRDs at
opposing ends of the protein bears no relationship to
these plant agglutinins, as is also the case for the
antibody. Topological properties of the binding sites
and/or their presentation have previously been shown
to translate into differential reactivities toward lac-
tose-containing neoglycoconjugates and starburst gly-
codendrimers at equilibrium conditions (25, 26). Con-
sidering topological aspects of the ligand, computer-
assisted molecular mechanics and dynamics
simulations and NMR spectroscopy have delineated
that VAA and a galectin can perform differential con-
former selection (27–29). Evidently, the conforma-
tional states of crucial recognition sites for molecular
binding are different, as corroborated by chemical
mapping with ligand derivatives (30). Force-dependent
kinetics, reflecting binding properties in a dynamic
system, for example, under flow, have so far not been
investigated.

To address this issue, first the zero-force kinetics
were comparatively examined for the four receptor
types, using monitoring of SPR (31, 32). In the next



step, rupture forces of the interactions between the
four receptors and the common ligands lactose and
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159DYNAMIC FORCE SPECTROSCOPY WITH SUGAR RECEPTORS
asialofetuin (ASF) were measured at different piezo
velocities. The experimental system and conditions
were kept deliberately constant for this comparative
analysis. The measured linear dependence of the rup-
ture forces on the natural logarithm of the loading rate
in the applied loading rate regime (11, 12) entails a
sharp energy barrier at a fixed location, the barrier
width, along the dissociation pathway (8). Thus, the
barrier width of the binding potential and the force-
mediated dissociation rate for each receptor-ligand
pair can be derived using probability density calcula-
tions (8, 9). Nonetheless, it is demonstrated that the
energy landscape of dissociation under force cannot be
predicted based on zero-force dissociation kinetics and
equilibrium thermodynamics. Tight binding and po-
tent activity in hemagglutination for RCA is reflected
in the dynamic measurements, whereas galectin-1
from bovine heart is apparently considerably less ca-
pable of sustaining ligand binding under force. The low
k off value at zero force from a surface presenting abun-
dant b-galactosides points to the suitability of galec-
tin-1 for being engaged in cis-interactions on the cell
surface.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Receptors and ligands. The ligands used in this study are lactose,
bound as p-aminophenyl lactoside to the beads or to the cantilever,
and asialofetuin (ASF). ASF as ligand was chosen because this
desialylated bovine plasma protein harbors three triantennary N-
glycan chains with either N-acetyllactosamine (LacNAc, 74%) or its
b-1,3-isomer (9%) in the outer Man-a-1,3-arm and a biantennary
hain with terminal LacNAc (17%) as a natural binding structure
ith proven efficiency in crosslinking assays (20, 21). The recep-

ors used are the two plant lectins R. communis agglutinin (Sigma,
eisenhofen, Germany) and V. album agglutinin, the mammalian

ectin galectin-1 (bovine heart (ga)lectin) and a natural lactose-bind-
ng immunoglobulin G fraction (IgG) from human serum.

Purification of sugar receptors. VAA, the mammalian galectin,
nd the immunoglobulin G fraction were purified using affinity chro-
atography on lactose-Sepharose 4B as the decisive step and

hecked for purity, as described previously (26, 33, 34).
Beads. Sepharose 4B beads exposing lactose or lectin/glycopro-

ein were prepared by divinyl sulfone activation and subsequent
ovalent attachment of the (glyco)proteins with a yield of 12 mg/ml
or galectin-1 (BHL) and 10 mg/ml VAA and asialofetuin, as de-
cribed previously (35). In the experimental setup lactosylated and
SF-containing beads were used to test the rupture forces for the
lant lectins and the IgG exposed on the AFM cantilever. VAA and
HL beads were used to test the rupture forces for ASF- and lactose-
earing AFM cantilevers.
SPR experiments. SPR measurements were performed in a com-
ercial instrument (Spreeta evaluation kit; Texas Instruments, Dal-

as, TX) connected to a flow system (see Fig. 1). The intensity of a
hoton beam exhibits a minimum at a certain angle when totally
eflected from a thin metal layer according to the excitation of a
urface plasmon resonance in the metallic surface (36). The angle of
inimum reflectance is drastically influenced by slight changes in

he optical density of the material at the thin metallic surface (sensor
urface) in the range of the evanescent field. Hence the adsorption or
esorption of molecules can cause a measurable shift of the SPR by
hanging the refractive index or the thickness (in the subnanometer
ange) of the molecular layer on that surface.
As sensor surface a 50-nm gold-coated coverslide was functional-

zed with 2-aminoethanethiol (Sigma, Deisenhofen, Germany) and
hen incubated with carboxymethylamylose, EDC, and NHS as de-
cribed later for the cantilever preparation. Either ASF or p-amino-

phenyl lactoside was covalently attached to the activated amylose.
The slide was placed on the sensor prism using refractive-index-
matching oil (n 5 1.5135; Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and covered
with a fluid chamber. In intervals of 4 s the SPR-angle f of the

inimum of reflectance was determined and plotted vs time. The
unctionalized sensor was exposed to the four different receptors
issolved in PBS at a concentration of 50 nM for at least 20 min at a
ermanent flow of 0.1 ml/min and a temperature of 20°C. In the same

manner, the sensor was exposed to protein-free PBS in order to
obtain the dissociation kinetics of the receptors from the ligand-
bearing surface. The off-rate k off was determined in each case by an
exponential fit to the time course of the dissociation kinetics
(shown in Tables II and III) using the following correlation: F ' F 0 z
e2koff z t.

AFM cantilevers. Commercially available silicon nitride cantile-
vers (Microlever, Park Scientific Instruments, Atos GmbH, Pfung-
stadt, Germany) were used for this study. The spring constants, which
varied in the range of 7–15 mN/m, were calibrated using the thermal
noise technique (37–39). The tips were chemically functionalized
following an established protocol (40). In order to obtain an amino-
group-presenting surface, the Si–OH layer of the Si3N4 tips was first
silanized with N9-[3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl]diethylenetriamine (Al-
drich, Steinheim, Germany). The amino-functionalized tips were
then exposed for 10 min to PBS (20 mM phosphate-buffered saline,
pH 7.4) containing 50 mg/ml carboxymethylamylose (Sigma, Deisen-

FIG. 1. Schematics of the SPR setup: The SPR sensor consists of a
gold layer deposited on a glass prism. Above the sensor surface is the
fluid system, which allows a constant flow through the fluid chamber
of either certain molecules or PBS solution controlled by a valve.
From below a divergent laser beam is reflected off the sensor surface
into a line of 256 photon detectors. This detector signal is sketched at
the bottom as an intensity-versus-angle plot, from which the mini-
mum intensity of reflection is determined.
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160 DETTMANN ET AL.
hofen, Germany), which had been activated with 10 mg/ml N-hy-
droxysuccinimide (Aldrich) and 50 mg/ml 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl-
aminopropyl)carbodiimide (Sigma). Following the reaction, the tips
were rinsed in PBS to remove residual reagents and then incubated
with sugar-receptor-containing solution (0.5 mg/ml solution of pro-
tein in PBS with 20 mM lactose to protect the binding pocket) or the
ligand (0.5 mg/ml p-aminophenyl lactoside or ASF) for at least 1 h.

o remove unbound glycoprotein and the lactose derivative, the tips
ere extensively rinsed with PBS. Force measurements were carried
ut in PBS solution containing 0.05–100 mM lactose as control series
n the presence of a competitive inhibitor to ascertain protein-carbo-
ydrate interactions.
AFM experiments. AFM equipment with laser-beam deflection

or the force detection and a strain-gauge vertical piezo electric
lement for the vertical positioning, built in this laboratory, was used
or the experiments (Fig. 2). To gain precise control on positioning of
he probe-exposing tip on top of the Sepharose bead the AFM was
ounted on an inverted microscope. In order to practically handle

he vast amount of data, which can be collected, the resolution of the
orce curves was reduced to 8 bit for the deflection and position
ignals. For low piezo velocities (,3 mm/s) each data point was
versampled 15 times, for increased velocities (.3 mm/s) only 3

times. The deflection signal was low-pass filtered to reduce noise
(cutoff frequency at 50 Hz for very low velocities (,0.1 mm/s) and 1

FIG. 2. The schematic diagram of the AFM setup: The protein is
immobilized on the cantilever and the ligand on the Sepharose
beads.

TA

Compilation of Off-Rates Monitored under Z

RCA/
biantennary
N-glycana

RCA/
triantennary

N-glycana

RCA/
tetraantennary

N-glycana

Anticar
IgG/
sacc

k off [s21] 3.1 6 0.5 3 1023 1.8 6 0.2 3 1023 1.5 6 0.1 3 1023
Slow: 1
Fast: 1

a (63); b(41); c(11); d(47); e(64); f(42); g(65).
urves showed a rupture event after 30 ms contact time on the beads,
hereas for BHL and the immunoglobulin fraction this contact time
ad to be increased to 60 ms to yield between 5 and 15% rupture
vents. For the retraction of the tip the piezo velocity was varied
etween 0.02 and 6 mm/s. To assess the rupture force, the loading
ate and the position of the last peak, the obtained data were eval-
ated off-line.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Noncovalent fit between complementary shapes gov-
erns molecular recognition events in vivo. In addition
to monitoring binding strength under equilibrium con-
ditions receptor functions can further be delineated by
AFM using increasing external force to describe the
energy landscape. When comparing these two data sets
for receptors with identical ligand specificity, it is pos-
sible to infer to what extent the properties at zero and
externally applied force are connected and a receptor
is capable to maintain ligand contact under adverse
conditions.

SPR Measurements

In order to determine spontaneous k off values exper-
mentally at zero force we performed SPR measure-

ents. Initial experiments focused on RCA, yielding a
alue of 1.2 6 0.4 3 1023 s21 when using asialofetuin as

ligand. Crosslinking experiments in solution with
three of the four tested sugar receptors had revealed
that each of the nine glycan antennae of this glycopro-
tein can serve as binding partners (20, 21). Relative to
a free triantennary N-glycan chain it can be expected
hat the dissociation rate from the glycoprotein will be
educed. A comparison with published data, given in
able I, verifies this assumption. The presence of lac-
ose instead of the N-glycan-presenting glycoprotein
nly slightly affected this parameter (RCA/lactose:
.1 6 0.6 3 1023 s21). Further measurements were

directed toward addressing the question of the kinetic
properties of ligand dissociation from the other sugar
receptors. The off-rates under zero force measured by

I

Force by SPR for Various Sugar Receptors

ydrate
oly-
ideb

P-selectin/
PSGL-1c,d

L-selectin/
GlyCAM-1e

C-type
macrophage

lectin/
glycopeptides

from ASFf
Collectin
CL-43g

1022

1021
3.0 6 1.0 3 1024

1.4 6 0.1 .10 2.6 3 1024 1.19–1.36 3 1022
boh
O-p
har

.2 3
.2 3
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TABLE II

Kinetic Off-Rate of the Dissociation of Lactose from Four Sugar Receptors Monitored under Zero Force by SPR
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SPR for the second plant lectin were found to be 1.1 6
0.2 3 1023 s21 (VAA/lactose) and 1.3 6 0.5 3 1023 s21

(VAA/ASF) (Table II and Table III). Thus, nearly equal
dissociation kinetics under zero force operated for the
two structurally related plant agglutinins. For the
mammalian galectin and the carbohydrate-binding an-
tibody the off-rates were found to be 0.50 6 0.02 3 1023

s21 (BHL/lactose), 1.1 6 0.5 3 1023 s21 (BHL/ASF),
.3 6 0.3 3 1023 s21 (IgG/lactose), and 0.55 6 0.03 3

1023 s21 (IgG/ASF) (Table II and Table III).
Apparently, the different topologies and/or presenta-

tion modes of the CRDs in the lectin and the IgG will
translate into their disparate behavior toward a sur-
face, which exposed ligands with a spectrum of inter-
moiety distances and the triantennary N-glycans pre-
ferred by the IgG. For another carbohydrate-specific
antibody against a bacterial lipopolysaccharide O-an-
tigen the dissociation kinetics monitored by SPR (41)
revealed a dependence on the dimeric structure, repre-
sented by fast (monovalent attachment) and slow off-
rates for the antibody (see Table I). The slow off-rate
was found to be higher compared to the off-rates for the
IgG measured in this study. In comparison to the ga-
lectin, the C-type galactoside-binding lectin of macro-
phages, which can form dimers and trimers in solution,
displayed similar dissociation kinetics under zero force
(42, 43), as also given in Table I. Having explored the

and Force-Mediated Parameters, Calcu

RCA VAA

S

k off [s21] 1.1 6 0.6 3 1023 1.1 6 0.2 3

Calc

g [Å] 4.1 6 0.7 7.5 6 1
k* [s21] 0.8 0.09

TAB

Kinetic Off-Rate of the Dissociation of N-Glycans of ASF fro
and Force-Mediated Parameters, Calcu

RCA VAA

S

k off [s21] 1.2 6 0.4 3 1023 1.3 6 0.5 3

Calc

g [Å] 4.1 6 0.7 6.0 6 0
k* [s21] 0.4 0.9
zero-force dissociation, we next investigated this be-
havior when exerting force on the complex.

AFM Measurements

Using the AFM setup, shown in Fig. 3a, the binding
strength of the receptor-ligand pairs was evaluated.
Each receptor and sugar ligand were covalently at-
tached to the AFM tip and the bead, respectively. Poly-
mer spacers between the tip material and the sensor
molecule were introduced to assure sufficient distance
to the surface in order to avoid restrictions of spatial
accessibility (4). The processes leading to the force-
piezo position curves (deflection signal vs position of
the piezo), shown exemplarily in Fig. 3b, can be divided
into three parts: in (i) the functionalized tip is in con-
tact with the ligand-bearing bead for a defined period
of time and the pulling of the tip starts; in part (ii) the
polymer linking the receptor and the tip is stretched; in
(iii) the last discontinuous jump or peak in the deflec-
tion signal corresponds to the rupture force of the re-
ceptor-ligand dissociation.

The slope of the curve (DF z piezo velocity/Dx) cal-
culated from the course of the curve in the section prior
to the actual rupture reflects the maximum loading
rate, which is referred to as loading rate in the text
(Fig. 3b, ii). By applying different piezo velocities

ed by Probability Density Simulations

BHL IgG

23 0.5 6 0.2 3 1023 1.3 6 0.3 3 1023

tion

10.2 6 1.7 7.2 6 0.9
0.09 0.9

III

Four Sugar Receptors Monitored under Zero Force by SPR
ed by Probability Density Simulations

BHL IgG

23 1.1 6 0.5 3 1023 0.5 6 0.5 3 1023

tion

6.2 6 0.6 4.8 6 0.7
1.3 1.6
lat

PR

10

ula

.6
lat

PR

10

ula

.9



to the PBS solution as competitive inhibitor. Compared
to measurements in inhibitor-free PBS solution the
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(0.02–6 mm/s) a wide range of loading rates from 10 to
20,000 pN/s was taken into account. A limit to achiev-
able loading rates was attributable to thermal drift as
well as to low force resolution at low velocities and
hydrodynamic effects at high velocities. A typical set of
force-distance curves recorded with the RCA/lactose
pair at a piezo velocity of 1.2 mm/s is shown in Fig. 3c.
Rupture events occurring when the tip is still closer
than 20 nm to the surface were not considered for the
data evaluation, because they were assumed to be
caused by nonspecific adhesion. The dependence of the
rupture forces on protein-carbohydrate interactions
was confirmed for each receptor-ligand pair by revers-
ible blocking of the binding events with lactose added

FIG. 3. (a) Experimental setup: Protein coupled via an amylose
spacer to the AFM cantilever and accessible for contact with the
ligands bound via a spacer bridge to a Sepharose bead. (b) Force vs
piezo position curve determined in the course of gradual retraction of
the AFM sensor. The slope DF/Dt is the apparent loading rate acting
at the molecular bond. (c) Set of typical force-distance curves using a
RCA-exposing cantilever and a Sepharose bead with covalently at-
tached lactose moieties.
binding probability was reduced by a factor of 10 in
PBS solution containing 5 mM (for VAA) and by a
factor of 80–100 for all proteins in the presence of 100
mM lactose. Having thus examined the experimental
setup in the initial series, it was next possible to pro-
vide an insight into the receptors’ capacity to with-
stand force when associated to their ligands.

In this part of the study rupture forces of the com-
plex between the glycan and its binding protein were
measured at different piezo velocities to obtain infor-
mation about the dependence of the rupture force on
the loading rate. Figure 4 describes the steps employed
in assessing the mean rupture forces and correspond-
ing mean loading rates at the rupture point for differ-
ent piezo velocities. To obtain the statistical distribu-
tion of the rupture forces and the loading rates under
the same experimental conditions force-distance
curves at one given piezo velocity were recorded re-
peatedly (between 300 and 5000 times) with the same
functionalized cantilever. Each single force-distance
curve of this data set was evaluated off-line for the
rupture force and the loading rate following the proce-
dure described above. This monitoring yielded the dis-
tribution of the rupture force values and corresponding
loading rates for the used piezo velocity and cantilever.
The obtained data were plotted in a rupture force his-
togram. The dynamic properties of each receptor-li-
gand system were scrutinized by recording several (at
least seven, as for BHL/lactose, more than seven for
the other interactions) force-distance curve data sets at
different piezo velocities.

In Fig. 4a the histograms of the rupture forces for the
RCA/lactose pair measured at three different piezo ve-
locities are exemplarily given (v 5 4.6–1.2–0.2 mm/s).
These three histograms show the effect of the variation
of the piezo velocity. The maximum of the distribution
was shifted from higher to lower forces with decreasing
piezo velocity (70–50–35 pN). To access a basis for the
calculation of the mean values of the rupture force
distributions, the two-dimensional representations,
shown in Fig. 4a, were extended to three-dimensional
(3D) histograms (Fig. 4b) by adding the loading rate at
the rupture point as abscissa. The black pixels in the
3D histogram correspond to the highest counts,
whereas the white ones represent zero counts. Pixels
with more than 50% of the intensity on a scale from
white to gray and black were used to calculate the
mean values of the rupture force and loading rate for
each 3D histogram. The three calculated mean rupture
forces were then plotted vs the natural logarithm of the
mean loading rate including their error bars, reflecting
the standard deviation, as exemplarily shown in Fig.
4c. The thickness of the error bars represents the num-
ber of rupture events considered for the calculation of
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the mean value. A linear dependence (as shown by the
linear regression) of the rupture force on the natural
logarithm of the loading rate was observed. This be-
havior had been predicted by theoretical work (8, 9),
using Kramers’ theory and probability density calcula-
tions. Apparently, the extent of receptor-ligand bond
strengths is governed by the speed at which the ligand
is pulled out of the binding pocket. With this observa-

FIG. 4. (a) Histograms of RCA/lactose interaction for three differe
number of multiple binding events the experiments were carried out
force scans, 28% with rupture events. (ii) 1.2 mm/s, total of 2368 force
15% with rupture events. (b) 3D histogram of the rupture force vs l
correspond to the highest counts, whereas the white ones represent
crosses with the standard deviation for each pulling velocity. The l
loading rate is shown by linear regression using the given sets of da
tion further information about the binding pocket in
the simple linear model used and the dissociation rate
under external force can be inferred (11, 44).

Having established the experimental system to vary
the loading rate and verify its operativeness, we next
systematically performed measurements on each sugar
receptor and the two types of ligand-bearing beads, i.e.,
lactose and asialofetuin. At least five different cantile-

pulling velocities using the same tip in these cases. To reduce the
solution of PBS containing 50 mM lactose. (i) 4.6 mm/s, total of 3840
ns, 21% with rupture events. (iii) 0.2 mm/s, total of 4480 force scans,
ing rate distribution for the data presented in (a). The black pixels
ro counts. (c) Mean values for the force and loading rate plotted as
r dependence of the rupture force on the natural logarithm of the
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vers and Sepharose beads were applied in each case.
For VAA the receptor-ligand positioning on Sepharose
beads and cantilevers was also switched with no visible
impact on the data distribution in the respective plot,
allowing a combination of these two series (Fig. 5a).
The mean rupture force and the apparent mean load-
ing rate were calculated for several piezo velocities, as
described above. The mean value for one data set (one
velocity, one cantilever) in force-distance curves is rep-
resented by each data point and its error bars in the
graphs shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. For each of the
receptor-ligand pairs the mean rupture force was found
to show a linear dependence with the natural loga-
rithm of the loading rate (see Fig. 5), represented by
the linear regression of the data. However, the individ-
ual behavior was obviously different, as summarized in
the bottom section of Figs. 5a and 5b.

FIG. 5. Mean values of the relation between the rupture force an
ifferent tips, beads, and piezo velocities for the four tested sugar r
tandard deviations for the respective receptor. For convenient com
ntroduced into one plot at the bottom of each figure: (a) interactions

as ligand.
In order to reveal similarities or disparities in the
properties of the four sugar receptors in this respect,
identical conditions had been defined and comparative
analysis was performed (see Fig. 5a). Despite their
close relationship as members of the AB toxin family of
plant lectins and the equal off-rates under zero force,
the two plant lectins clearly exhibited different dy-
namic properties. For loading rates greater than 700
pN/s (ln(700) 5 6.6) the mean rupture forces of the

CA/lactose pair were higher and increasing faster
ith increasing loading rates than those of the VAA/

actose pair. For instance, 58 6 9 pN for RCA and 47 6
pN for VAA were measured as mean rupture forces at
loading rate of 3000 pN/s. For loading rates less than
00 pN/s the measured rupture forces for the plant
ectins are comparable, as can be seen by the intersec-
ion of the linear regressions in Fig. 5a (bottom). Next,

he natural logarithm of the loading rate for the experiments with
ptors. The plot of each data set includes the linear regression with
rison the regression lines for each receptor-ligand interaction are
h lactose as ligand, (b) interactions with the N-glycan chains of ASF
d t
ece
pa

wit



the binding strengths of the plant lectins to the ligand
lactose were compared to the property measured for

at the same loading rate. The binding strength for the
IgG/ASF pair with 45 6 6 pN at a loading rate of 3000
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the mammalian galectin BHL. Based on zero-force ki-
netics with lactose as ligand the off-rate of the galectin
had been observed to be the lowest in this set of pro-
teins (Table II). In the experimentally accessible load-
ing rate regime (150–10,000 pN/s), however, the bind-
ing strengths of the plant lectins to the ligand were
higher than those for the mammalian galectin (see Fig.
5a). Hence, the extended natural lifetime of the BHL/
lactose bond under zero force compared to those of the
plant lectins will not be sustained in the force experi-
ments. In other words, resistance to withstand force
against rupture is lower for the galectin than for RCA
still sticking to its ligand. At a loading rate of 3000
pN/s the mean rupture force for the BHL/lactose pair
was found to be 34 6 6 pN compared to the 58 6 9 pN
given above for RCA.

To determine this parameter for an immunoglobulin
the lactose-binding IgG fraction from human serum
had been added to the panel. As can be seen in Fig. 5a,
the binding strength, with 36 6 4 pN at a loading rate
of 3000 pN/s, is generally comparable in the experi-
mental loading rate regime (150–10,000 pN/s) to the
one obtained for the mammalian galectin in the inter-
action with lactose. Additionally, the force-distance
curves probing the mammalian galectin and the IgG
exhibited, even despite extended contact times of the
cantilever with the bead, significantly less rupture
events compared to those of the plant lectins. Thus,
less rupture events were considered for the mean val-
ues shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. So far, a disaccharide has
been offered as model ligand to the sugar receptors.
The disparate binding strengths despite equal sponta-
neous off-rates (RCA and VAA) and the comparable
strengths despite disparate spontaneous off-rates
(BHL and IgG) intimate different mechanisms to with-
stand dissociation under force for the examined recep-
tors.

To answer the question concerning the actual rank-
ing of this parameter in the interaction of the four
proteins with naturally occurring complex-type N-gly-
cans we performed these experiments with ASF as
ligand, complementing the corresponding SPR experi-
ments with this glycoprotein as ligand. The results for
the receptors interacting with ASF are shown in Fig.
5b. As for the lectins interacting with lactose (see Fig.
5a), higher rupture forces were found for the two plant
agglutinins at the same loading rate than with the
mammalian galectin in the experimentally accessible
loading rate regime (400–10,000 pN/s). The mean rup-
ture forces of RCA interacting with ASF were the high-
est assessed for the four receptor/ASF pairs. For in-
stance, a rupture force of 65 6 9 pN (RCA) was mea-
sured at a loading rate of 3000 pN/s compared to
rupture forces of 43 6 5 pN (VAA) and 37 6 3 pN (BHL)
pN/s was comparable to that determined for the VAA/
ASF pair. This improvement in stability under force
qualitatively reflects the reduced off-rates at zero force
for IgG (Table II and Table III). Despite this trend, the
compilations in Table II and Table III clearly caution
against the possibility of attributing predictive value to
zero-force data in extrapolations to the behavior under
force.

To proceed from these numbers to indications for
potential biological function it is instructive to consider
the available data sets for force-induced dissociation,
i.e., the interaction of P-selectin and a natural glyco-
protein ligand (PSGL-1) and avidin/streptavidin binding
to biotin (11, 12). With a natural off-rate of 3 3 1024 s21

and a rupture force of 150 pN at a loading rate of 3000
pN/s (11) P-selectin withstands dissociation under
force to a higher extent than the streptavidin/biotin or
avidin/biotin pairs. For these pairs at the same loading
rate the rupture forces were found to be significantly
lower with 85 pN (biotin/streptavidin) and 80 pN (bi-
otin/avidin) despite their rather low natural off-rates
at zero force (k off strep 5 3 3 1026 s21; k off avidin 5 4 3 1028

s21) (12, 45). With respect to function the differences in
the dissociation kinetics under force imply an intrigu-
ing basis for P-selectin’s role as a braking tool to slow
down leukocytes in the bloodstream. P-selectin is in-
volved in mediating rolling of leukocytes on endothelial
cells, and the bond to its ligand is predestined to with-
stand force. In concert with P-selectin, L-selectin par-
ticipates in mediation of rolling of leukocytes but en-
abling 10-fold higher velocities than P-selectin-depen-
dent rolling (46). The spontaneous off-rate of L-selectin
from a natural ligand (GlyCAM-1) with $10 s21 (see
Table I) is significantly higher than that of the P-
selectin/PSGL-1 pair: 3 3 1024 s21 or 1 3 4 s21 deter-

ined in two experimental settings by SPR (11, 47).
he difference in the rolling velocity together with the
ifference in the natural off-rates suggests that there is
relation between zero-force- and force-mediated ki-

etics in this context. However, the inspection of the
ynamic behavior of two biotin-binding proteins re-
ealed that these complexes do certainly not resist
upture forces as well as the P-selectin (12). Therefore,
xtrapolations for the behavior under force from zero-
orce experiments can lead astray, emphasizing the
ecessity to complement experiments at zero force by
ata acquisition under force.
Evidently, the galectin, which is present on endothe-

ial cells of blood vessels (48–51) will not readily serve
s a molecular brake or glue maintaining cohesion
nder force, unless the density is sufficiently high to
each a level generating the required stability. These
esults thus have relevance for discussing the involve-
ent of galectin-1 in the metastatic cascade and in



signaling processes (18, 52–55). As a potential adhe-
sion molecule it can provide a specificity-enhancing

i

potential and assumed to be constant without depen-
dence on the externally applied force in Kramers’ the-
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grip to the extracellular matrix. Under the condition of
cell migration in developmental processes or parenchy-
mal invasion it will not impede net cell body translo-
cation but may even guide it. Conversely, when acting
as cis-crosslinker on the membrane zero-force kinetics
will govern the stickiness. A similar reasoning applies
to the plant agglutinins. To deploy the rRNA N-glyco-
sidase in the cytoplasm the lectin subunit must medi-
ate transport to the cell interior and dissociate from its
ligands. The strong binding under force might explain
the reduced toxicity of RCA relative to VAA (see Figs.
5a and 5b) despite their otherwise rather similar bind-
ing properties (56, 57). Besides inferring functional
aspects of the sugar receptors the energy landscape of
the physical process of ligand removal can be compar-
atively described using probability density calcula-
tions.

Probability Density Calculations for the Rupture
Forces

When experimental data were analyzed by probabil-
ity density calculations (8, 9) to yield physical param-
eters for the description of the dynamic interaction of
the molecular pairs, a uniform linear dependence was
observed in the plot of rupture forces vs the natural
logarithm of the loading rate. This correlation trans-
lated into a sharp energy barrier in the binding poten-
tial dominating the force-mediated dissociation kinet-
ics in the respective force regime, as recently described
in the study of the energy landscapes for the biotin/
avidin (streptavidin) interactions (12). In that study a
concept of complex energy landscapes was for the first
time introduced, which we apply to the different gal-
actoside-binding receptors. Without any exerted force,
as is the case for the SPR measurements, the transi-
tion from the bound to the free state can be described
by the natural dissociation rate. According to Kramers’
theory (58, 59) this natural dissociation rate depends
on an oscillation frequency (l0), an energy barrier (DU)
and the inverse thermal energy b 5 1/kBT:

l 5 l0 z e 2bzDU 5 koff. [1]

In Fig. 6a the binding potential under zero force is
shown. In this concept the ligand is seen as a point of
gravity trying to cross the potential barrier in attempts
with the frequency l0. The dissociation kinetics is dom-
nated by the height of the energy barrier DU and not

dependent on the shape of the potential. Under exter-
nally applied force the energy barrier is reduced by the
product of the applied force (F) with the width of the
potential barrier (g). The width of the barrier is the
distance between the maximum and minimum of the
ory. Under force the barrier is reduced by the torque F z
g. Under applied force the dissociation rate l (see Eq.
[1]) is modified by the force-driven reduction of DU,

l~F! 5 l0 z e 2bz~DU2Fzg! 5 koff z e bzFzg, [2]

with F referring to force and g the width of the binding
potential or barrier width. In Fig. 6b the impact of an
exerted force on the potential is shown. Under force the
dissociation rate l(F) increases exponentially, as can
be seen in Eq. [2]. In the study of the force-mediated
biotin/avidin dissociation kinetics (12) several data
sets with different slopes of the linear dependence of
the rupture force on the natural logarithm of the load-
ing rate had been measured. This experimental setting
revealed internal energy barriers DU i, as exemplarily
shown in Fig. 6c. The internal barriers will succes-
sively dominate the dissociation kinetics when increas-
ing the force. The decisive barrier width will change
from the outer (gi) to the next inner one (gi11), when the
height of the outer energy barrier (DU i 2 F z g i) equals
the next inner one (DU i11 2 F z g i11), effected by the
torque F z g. Additionally, the prefactor l 0 z e2b z DU i for
the exponential function of F z g in Eq. [2] is changed to
a higher value due to the lower inner energy barrier
DU i. Consequently, Eq. [2] is modified by considering
the different energy barriers,

l~F! 5 l0 z e 2bz~DUi2Fzgi! 5 k*i z e bzFzgi, [3]

with k*i in the following termed as the force-activated
rate for the dominating energy barrier DU i. At zero
force and for a potential dominating the dissociation
only through one energy barrier DU the force-activated
rate (k*i) turns into the natural off-rate k off.

In the experiments presented here only one slope for
the dependence of the rupture force on the natural
logarithm of the loading rate was measured for each
molecular pair. To calculate the width of the sharp
energy barrier and the force-activated rate, which is
crucial for the determination of whether an inner en-
ergy barrier governs dissociation kinetics in the mea-
sured range, we performed probability density compu-
tations for each receptor-ligand pair. The calculations
followed the concept previously presented in the stud-
ies of the strength of biomolecular bonds (8, 9). This
model was adapted to our experimental system by con-
sidering the presence of an amylose spacer between the
AFM tip and the receptor-ligand pair. This modified
system will necessarily exhibit an inherent elastic
property (see Eq. [4]) that had to be included in the
ensuing calculations. The elastic property of the amy-
lose is described by the FJC model (60) extended by the
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monomer elasticity. By considering the spring constant
of the cantilever, the extension of the system under
applied force is determined by

^x& 5 N z l z LS F z l
kB z TD 1

N
D z F 1

F
kc

. [4]

his expression characterizes the extension under
orce (F) of an amylose polymer, with N segments of

the Kuhn length 1 (5.6 Å). D is the monomer elasticity
(1100 pN/Å) (61), k c the spring constant of the cantile-
er (1 pN/Å), and L the Langevin function. The amy-
ose spacer length was chosen to be 50 nm. Equation
4], together with the piezo velocity, enables calcula-
ion of the force and loading rate applied to the ligand
n the binding pocket.

As previously described (9), the force-dependent rup-
ure probability density for a dissociation event of a
eceptor-ligand bond is

dPdiss

dF ~F! 5 l~F! z
1
F z e 2* 0

Fl~ f !z~1/f !zdf, [5]

with l(F) as the force-dependent dissociation rate (see
Eq. [3]). F(dF/dt) is the loading rate (see the slope in
Fig. 3b) at a given force F. Hence, the probability
density for the rupture is

dPdiss

dF ~F! 5 k* z e bzFzg z
1
F z e 2k*z* 0

Fe bzFzgz~1/f !df. [6]

potential under externally applied force. The energy barrier is re-
duced by F z g; (c) potential, schematically illustrated as given in the
biotin/avidin (streptavidin) study (12). The potential is deformed
under force and an internal barrier dominates the force-mediated
dissociation.

FIG. 7. Probability densities for the mean rupture forces between
RCA and lactose as ligand, calculated for the three piezo velocities as
used in the experiment for the data shown in Fig. 4. The two param-
eters determining the force-mediated dissociation kinetics, i.e., the
force-activated rate (k*) and the barrier width (g), are given in
Table II.
FIG. 6. Illustration of the relation between the free energy and the
xternally applied force: (a) potential under zero force with the
nergy barrier DU, barrier width g, and the natural off-rate k off; (b)



In Fig. 7 the calculated probability densities for
three different piezo velocities (4.6–1.2–0.2 mm/s) for

a

l

0.6 Å (data not shown). The noted discrepancy between
the spontaneous off-rate and the calculated rate was
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the RCA/lactose experiments, described in Fig. 4, are
exemplarily presented. The force-activated rate (k*)
nd the binding potential width (g) were adjusted in

the calculation to fit the experimentally obtained mean
values for the maxima of the probability density dis-
tribution and the corresponding loading rates. Table II
and Table III summarize the force-activated rate (k*)
and the values of the potential width (g), obtained from
the probability density calculations, for the eight re-
ceptor-sugar pairs. The potential barrier widths, re-
flecting the dynamical dependence of the rupture force
on the loading rate, were calculated to be 4.1 6 0.7 Å
(RCA/lactose or ASF), 7.5 6 1.6 Å (VAA/lactose), and
6.0 6 0.9 Å (VAA/ASF) in the cases of two plant lectin-
ligand binding potentials. The relative small potential
barrier width for the RCA interactions reflects the
resistance of RCA against bond rupture, resulting in
higher rupture forces for higher loading rates (see Figs.
5a and 5b) when compared to VAA. Since the ligand
side was deliberately kept constant, only properties of
the protein influence the results in this experimental
system. Compared to the calculated barrier widths for
the mammalian galectin of 10.2 6 1.7 Å (BHL/lactose)
and of 6.2 6 0.6 Å (BHL/ASF), a notable difference to
the mistletoe lectin was observed only for the lectin/
lactose interactions with a weaker dynamical depen-
dence for BHL/lactose, whereas the VAA/ASF or BHL/
ASF barrier widths were comparable. The barrier
widths calculated for the immunoglobulin G fraction
were 7.2 6 0.9 Å (IgG/lactose) and 4.8 6 0.7 Å (IgG/
ASF). In aggregate, the dynamical dependence for
VAA, BHL, and IgG is stronger when interacting with
ASF, reflected by smaller potential barrier widths,
than for lactose binding. For the RCA/ligand interac-
tion no difference in the barrier widths was found.

The calculated force-activated rates k* (Eq. [3], Ta-
bles II and III) for each receptor-ligand pair were con-
sistently found to exceed the spontaneous off-rates
(k off) monitored by SPR. This difference signals that
force-driven dissociation kinetics is dominated by an
inner energy barrier, as schematically shown in Fig.
6c. Together with the barrier width this parameter
describes the bond strength in the corresponding force
and loading rate regime. For the plant lectins the force-
activated rates were computed to be 0.8 s21 (RCA/
actose), 0.4 s21 (RCA/ASF), 0.09 s21 (VAA/lactose), and

0.9 s21 (VAA/ASF) (Table II and Table III). For mam-
malian galectin-1 and the immunoglobulin G fraction
0.09 s21 (BHL/lactose), 1.3 s21 (BHL/ASF), 0.9 s21 (IgG/
lactose), and 1.6 s21 (IgG/ASF) were calculated (Table
II and Table III). These values were confirmed by ad-
ditionally performing Monte Carlo simulations, result-
ing in equal values for the force-activated rate but
barrier widths, which were generally reduced by 0.3–
observed previously with the P-selectin/PSGL-1 (11)
and the biotin/avidin (streptavidin) pairs (12). For the
spontaneous off-rate (k off), an exterior barrier width in
the range of 15–40 Å is expected for all systems mon-
itored in this study. This value can be estimated with a
transition force f trans, which is the lowest measurable
force for an energy barrier and is in the order of 2 z fb

( fb 5 kBT/g), as measured for biotin-avidin interaction
(12).

CONCLUSION

When probed with an AFM, complexes of different
sugar receptors with a common ligand (b-galactoside)
are shown to display differences in the rupture forces.
It is thus documented for the first time that the stabil-
ity of a sugar receptor-ligand complex involving the
same disaccharide or glycan chain can vary signifi-
cantly under force as a function of the protein. In this
respect, the plant (AB)2 toxins which are assumed to
function as efficient protection against predators (62)
generate a rather high level of binding strength, RCA
with its potency in hemagglutination assays (56, 57)
surpassing VAA. To fulfill the initial task of docking
onto a surface, it is reasonable that their ligand asso-
ciation can withstand force. The galectin is clearly less
effective in this respect. The logarithmic dependence of
the mean rupture force on the loading rate enabled the
calculation of parameters describing force-mediated
dissociation kinetics in the context of the concept of
complex energy landscapes (Fig. 6), introduced for the
biotin/avidin (streptavidin) pairs recently (12). From
the molecular point of view, the barrier width of the
potential (g) gives an insight into the physical energy
landscape for a ligand during its dynamic interplay
with the receptor’s binding pocket. This parameter pro-
vides an estimation on the shape of the binding poten-
tial and the influence of increasing external force on
the rupture force. Wide barrier widths account for a
weak dependence, whereas tight barrier widths are
correlated with a strong dependence on increasing
forces. The force-activated rate (k*) furnishes informa-
tion about the deformed binding potential under exter-
nally applied force.

The calculated g values for the receptor-lactose pairs
(see Table II) intimate differences in this property for
the four galactoside-binding proteins in solution. g was
found to be significantly smaller for RCA (4 Å) and
greater for BHL (10 Å) in comparison to the values for
VAA and IgG (both 7 Å), corroborating the measure-
ments on the binding strength under force for each
receptor/lactose pair. For example, one can readily de-
duce from Fig. 5a that the rupture forces of the RCA/
lactose pair are the highest, while the BHL/lactose pair



is less stable at loading rates greater than 700 pN/s.
When compared to the data with lactose as ligand, it
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can be seen that the distribution of values for the
ASF-receptor pairs (Table III) is comparatively nar-
row. The smallest potential width for receptor/ASF
interactions is still calculated for the RCA/ASF pair,
and the binding in the case of RCA/ASF was found to
be the strongest of the four measured receptor/ASF
pairs, as shown in Fig. 5b.

When considering biologic functions, the SPR data
with lactose as ligand argue in favor of a role in sus-
tained cis-interactions and possibly ensuing biosignal-
ng for galectin-1. Adhesive trans-interactions, which
ill not effectively withstand force unless a high den-

ity of receptor-ligand pairs is established, are compat-
ble with cell migration or other transient receptor-
ependent recognition processes.
When the marked differences in the behavior under

orce in the cases of the two related plant agglutinins
re taken into account, it can be assumed that endog-
nous lectins from distinct or even the same family
oming in on the same ligand may display a spectrum
f rupture forces between cells or cells and the extra-
ellular matrix. Exploring this assumption thoroughly
an unveil new clues to explain the at-first-sight rather
onfusing diversification of, for example, the galectin or
electin families. Remarkably, SPR parameters at zero
orce harbor no reliable predictive value for properties
f the tested receptors under force. AFM will thus be
onducive for delineating aspects of biological func-
ions, for example, for different galectins, warranting
urther studies along this route.
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